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SPELLING AND PLAIN WRITING CONTEST 

To Contestants : Remember that this is a contest in plain writing 
as well a s in spelling. An undotted 'i' or an uncrossed 't' is a miss, 
and any letter which is unrecognizable if taken apart from its context 
is a miss. The way to tell whether or not a letter is unrecognizable 
if taken apart from its context is to lay a piece of paper on either 
side of the questionable letter in such a way as to cover the other 
letters in the word, leaving the letter in question visible. If the 
letter so taken apart from its context cannot be recognized for what 
it is, the judges of your spelling paper will be justified in calling it 
a miss. It is very important, therefore, to learn to make your char
acters plainly, so that none may be mistaken for another. You should 
learn, also, all the pronunciations of a given word, if it has more than 
one• pronunc'.ation, for the person who pronounces the words to you 
in the contest may choose one or another pronunciation. Do not try. 
to learn too many words in a short time. Begin early in the school 
year and learn the list gradually and thoroughly. The words are 
chosen with great care, and you should know every word in the junior 
and sub-junior list if you are a junior, every word in the junior and 
senior lists if you are a senior; and every word in the sub: junior list 
if you are a sub-junior in age. A mistake in hyphenization or in 
capitalization is considered a miss. Contestants should read care
fully the "Instruction to Judges" printed in the spelling rules in the 
Constitution and Rules. 

To the Teacher: Students should be familiarized with their re
spective lists gradually. All cramming should be avoided, as the 
educational value of the contest is lost if cramming is resorted to. 
Give written tests at regular intervals, beginning as early in the year 
as possible. Try the old-fashioned spelling down process for oral 
pra.ctice, as that will add zest to the work of mastering the list, 
arrange spelling relays, etc. 

(Note.-Words which sound alike but have different meaninga 
should be carefully presented to students. In most instances they 
are indicated in this list by a short phrase in italics, but in case you 
find a homonym not so indicated, be careful to call the attention of 
your students to it.) 

Suggestions for the betterment of this list will be welcomed and 
should be addressed to the editor, Roy Bedichek, University Station, 
Austin, Texas. 

For rules governing the contest, see the Constitution and Rules. 
It is very important that the Director of Spelling secure competent 
pronouncers at the county contest. Pronouncers should be secured 
in advance so that they may look up the pronunciation of words con
cerning _which they are uncertain. 

THE EDITOR. 
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SUB-JUNIOR SPELLING LIST 

1 2 3 4 
guard Friday armies crest 
hurry group clumsy France 
breath ark, Noah's wouldn't watching 
frost draw bottom further 
road to town court expect guide 
dreadful trousers crooked furrow 
value fresh armful reply 
crayon right, or left bought apiece 
front arithmetic crimson bother 
breakfast dying, found fur 
river to expire explain creek, stream 
anyone triangle armchair of water 
rise couple drew wander 
usual freeze, con- clutch cluster 
hurrah gealed by cold wrapped, freckle 
frightened trouble a bundle ape 
grown, rifle fourth, next both 
a grown man freely after third funeral 

break, brand arm replied 
to come apart aren't cried fuel 

ripe hunted rhyme dress 
crawl county Wyoming apart 
dread travel cricket cream 
anyhow arch extra village 
growl riding mutter fruit 
f1ight freedom cries Boston 
Rio Grande branch zebra guess 
bread rich return repeat 
unhappy tomato wherever anywhere 
coward country gust roasting ear 
cow together zero creak, a sound 
friendly apron April frozen 
brave ground zinc vessel 
ring free fourteen drench 
umbrella mumps crews of ships anyway 
anybody human weighed hurt 
Brazos apt fowl, chicken mustard 
friend ribbon report breathe 
drawer counting guessed, dreamed 
tying bran p. of guess roam 
cousin title fraction frown 
Brazil count bottle crazy 
Arkansas roller skate hyphen growth 
rind crow future vegetable 
twinkle eye apple anything 



5 
fork 
gristle 
red flawers 
brink 
cough 
reckon 
aside 
forgotten 
Asia 
grinned 
Thanksgiving 
dwarf 
recite 
forgive 
couch 
brittle 
temper 
forget 
asked 
broad 
grew 
cotton 
asks 
dun, a color 
forever 
broil 
teaspoonful 
cottage 
bonfire 
bootjack 
forest 
broke 
recess 
broken 
cot 
forenoon 
surely 
bomb 
subtract 
cosy 
asleep 
reason 
bronze 
reaper 
ate a meal 
foreheai 
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6 

round · 
book 
dumb 
moving 
boll weevil 
greedy 
Atlantic 
costly 
brook 
force 
house 
broom 
rouse 
boll of cotton 
studied, 
p. of study 

attack 
foolish 
row, a fight 
escape 
cost 
broth 
stripe 
row of beans 
food 
attention 
correct 
roast 
brother 
dull 
rowing 
folks 
moose 
reap 
hour, 

60 minutes 
August 
Great Britain 
brought 
real, actual 
Europe 
aunt, your 
mother's sis
ter 

flying 
stomach 

7 
Austin 
cornstalk 
read the book 
brush 
even 
auto 
bolder than a 
tiger 

any 
fluid 
mountains 
brute 
great, large 
reach 
straighten 
anvil 
buckle 
motorcycle 
ant, insect 
burden 
flowers 
due, owing 
answered 
splinter 
hotel 
budding 
motor 
boil 
comer 
flowex, 

as a rose 
raw 
cork 
mother 
ever 
flour for bread 
build 
sphere 
building 
moth 
answer 
ravel 
built 
duck 
floor 
spend 

8 
boar, male ~og 
most 
evening 
bulb 
spelling 
rather 
buried 
core of a11 
apple 

another 
except 
evergreen 
body 
ankle 
speed 
monkeys 
drum 
bum 
cord of wood 
animal 
something 
avenue 
drowned 
rascal 
dozen 
burro 
speak 
flocks 
awake 
burros, 

donkeys 
every 
copy 
away 
burst 
doze 
sparrow 
spatter 
board 
bury 

the hatchet 
dropping 
awful 
money 
boot 
dow.n 
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9 10 11 12 

ewe, isn't failure baby 
female sheep easier neatness collect 

farmer leak bake hail, 
act hammer Galveston frozen rain 
offered garment San Antonio coarse, rough 
bananas fall camel calf 
gas noble hall, · corridor inch 
says satchel damp dairy 
cannot bald injure cud of the cow 
hanging dangle earns lard 
color candle latch early 
left-lrnnded garden earnest about 
dash leaf last fact 
ivy halves cupfuls narrow 
Easter fairy Indian baboon 
across neighbor calm gain 
farm Satan half said 
October neigh badge caboose 
bamboo of a horse gallon hack berry 
saving bakery salad dagger 
garter Canada bacon improve 
cannon halter absent, lamp 
handle intend not present earlier 
left danger fail name 
east lead nearly fable 
itch the horse Dallas cucumber 
dart ease cull able 
acres aching abreast safe 
family Colorado fade gabble 
North Dakota garage navy babies 
balloon San Jacinto backward habits 
garret fair, pleasing cuff cabin 
sausage earth gallery ill 
canned lazy sailor dabble 
handkerchief dance call lamb 
leaning inside hair eagle 
daring camp of the head abed 
isthmus Hallowe'en daisy each 
easily baker incorrect labor 
acorn game earn cabbage 
satin sandwich large idle, 
handful ache naughty not working 
bale faint, weak factory sadder 
false needle above na'1 
candy curb sail of a boat ha .. °Jle 
dare accuse gait of a horse card 
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13 14 15 16 

dead poison limp seesaw 
jam bathe Jesus delay 

easy score chalk curtain 
plume likely haul, to drag beet, 

crowd caught feeling a vegetable 

barrel cheat chair ghost 

favor get agree fierce 
carpet become bear a burden childhood 
hare, a rabbit jolly declare listening 

advance cheap, certainly head 
barn small cost hatchet child 
plead haunted polite juicy 
caring because bean ajar 
faults deep edge porch 
bark aim certain been, 
school chatter beak have been 
careless seashore scratch seep 
barely fence center curly 
gazing chase limb getting 
hardy job age beehive 
careful became feed poplar 
lilac chart cents, money chief 
beach, shore cushion gentle cure 
cellar effort bead listen 
echo aid hatch alarm 
ceiling sea of water cent, mon11y seem, appears 
of a room linen began chicken 

scrape beautiful fifth judge 
cedar felt chilly hayloft 
feeble coffin pound Chicago 
cease charm beggar field 
December geography selfish curdle 
general hauled desk beef 
hasn't charge beg aisle 
February deed fifteen of a church 
coffee chapter chill poor 
battle jingle giant see a house 
polish ahead heal, to cure Delaware 
cave changing children chestnuts 
scrapbook fell little few 
debt curve eggs beech tree 
bathing ponies July list 
gem beat with a coin joy 
against stick Alabama chest 
harsh scrubbed before fever 
cause chance potato germ 
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17 18 19 20 

custard base, sent price 
scold low, mean by express short 
action dear praise dirty 
farmers to my heart send loving 
Oklahoma after chisel circus 
band carried giggle enemy 
gases colored jump kitchen 
scar behave begin better 
canoe serve gimlet helped 
happen lodge sell a farm glisten 
lemonade heart, organ chipping alor1g 
daughters of the body living dinner 
jail alike Ala~ka end 
eastern didn't chin circle 
catch film fifty besides 
bath begun poured from a glimmer 
harp hearing pitcher hello 
batch choose begged lovely 
castle eighth gift pretty 
again loaves dew shoot 
like September on the grass with a gun 
scorch fill chimneys berth 
cruel beginning heap of a sleeper 
bass fish separate live cigar 
jerk figure chimney height 
case ginning eight, berry, a f ""it 
death cold four and four kingdom 
afraid diamond city churn 
harm choke fire heifer 
feathers heard coming dining room 
basket the thunder primer almost 
carrying comfort should glide 
hark just Bible finger 
afternoon beginner lower church 
feast loan engine berries 
basin eighteen beyond empty 
jelly choir, singers gloomy love 
carry prance cities shelter 
fawn sentence collar heel of a foot 
baseball ginger herd of cattle chum 
coax hear a bell dishful president 
scissors dial kite bent 
poem album cistern lounge 
carrot, fight hem killed 
a vegetab~ choice between sheet 

light loaf finish din 
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hitch disobey mean market 
shut knee hoes, a tool enter 
:March alone flabby blubber 
enrol prison sitting erase 
birthday billion equal angry 
hire a servant shoulder cloak flight 
alphabet claim meal snapped 
first hero America blown 
gnaw bicycle always grate 
shown, glossy going of a stov .. 

p. p. of show princess fix snakes 
ditch luck blind putting 
clear kitten proper angle 
enough dislike sirup smooth 
knit here hoeing colt 
clean at this place divide errand 
gnat ~dabber meadow blow 
hilly block entry clover 
birth, (J8 in govern clipping flies 
birthdllfl holey, goes grasshopper 

claw having holes prop clouds 
shovel closet five merry 
machine meeting also equator 
enjoy among silence blotter 
classes flea, an insect blew, the wind grasp 
firm closer blew flew, p. of fl'll 
bird England goblin anger 
glow driven hoarse slowly 
high in air flavor cling divisor 
aloud, to speak gourd martin purse 
aloud blizzard climbed clothes 

distance hole in the already flesh 
knife ground fisherman blotted 
class close blame grandmother 
lump goose pronounce clothing 
shove pump sigh honey 
birch size climb cloths 
promote meet together entire mercy 
clap knock climate blotch 
fireman flame goal slipped 
bin, for corn American black purple 
glove good-by hive angle 
shout blister cliff fleece 
English hold fish grand 
hers pudding prompt known 
clang prove sidewalk honest 
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25 26 27 27 

fought copied cheese jaw 
borrow burying in the bareback deer, an ani-
rompers ground adjective mal 
huge Monday father becoming 
thistle axe pistol, lining 
forty moment siz-shooter airplane 
around everybody crutch cheer 
couldn't business bare haven't 
remember axle of clothe• fern 
eraser flock gave cheek 
thirsty sparkle deal pony 
borne on the coop scarlet come 

back molasses capture secret 
bridle, part of border hardly check 

harness moisture jar chord 
arrow grease life of a piano 
Fort Worth dropped crush elephant 
brief quietly eaves several 
Houston spare deaf prayer 
rooster dough January believe 
muddy for bread eaten long 
remainder busy captain seventy 
grocery rapid crumb chopped 
bright horse hard hearth 
article doubtful lesson in Latin alive 
forth, to go cool barb girl 
forth spade gather belfry 

thieves moist scare died 
refuse driving addition elbow 
groan, ex- butcher fasten kettle 

pressing pain rap pianos chop 
born into the on the door add pray 

world boast farthest for bleuin,9 
root everything cutting films 
bring raining, fall- perfume choosing 
ashamed ing in drops croup either 
form south bar kernel of a nut 
could not do it cooking gate of a 11ard can't 
bore with Cl butter scarcely happy 

gimlet mixed deadly length 
these mile caper banner 
rotten drooped coast gasoline 
dwelling rainbow harbor farther 
ashes doubt janitor orphan 
army butterfly eat scarce 
drill awl, a tool less active 
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29 30 31 32 

chubby bitter drink brain 
elm clerk hoping quilt 
gleam knives soldier contest 
beneath clothe doing boat 
king division milch cow drizzle 
hedge blossom blue, a color gray 
Christmas pure fling bridge 
all right sleeve coach sorry 
sham merchant middle Mississippi 
Louisiana blood dodged boy scout 
bend melted quick graze 
kindle equally soil rubber 
dimple cloth drift dotted 
shall grade club bowl,dish 
heavy grain kodak rubbing 
chosen amount mice sore 
El Paso holiday doctor minus 
allow knot hope dollar 
kind divided dried boulder, 
gizzard grabbed sob a large stone 
bench pu'Ilcture knows mine 
presents for sleet the lesson dose 
Christmas melon hop ruffian 

shadow bluff Mexico gravy 
chose gravel soap son of Daivid 
digging horn Dixie don't 
belt queen metal comma 
giving exercise radio ruined 
lost blur button excuse 
shade dragged sour somewhere 
chores grave misspell rule 
key to a lock dizzy rabbit mill 
different drive buttonhole done, 
all of the men quart drones p. p. of do 
filthy hopping sometimes ruler 
giver doesn't buy a hat chore 
heaven quickly grazing eleven 
below does, double coal 
loser sing. of do buzzard hopped 
sew flit soup brake 
with needle comb Missouri of a wagon 
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JUNIOR SPELLING LIST 
1 2 3 4 

accompanies fatal camera harrow 
maintain policy receivable Calvary 
immoral Hawaiian thoroughly married 
accidentally balance academy editorial 
novel Appalachiain fancy receipted 
thresher concern harvest Nicara g-ua 
majority mansion gallant abstain 
accident campaign imitate dandelion 
nourishing eiderdown nostril population 
decay notion marine theory 
jury acceptable abuse journal 
access immense suspicion Niagara 
fatally thousandth apparatus edition 
manager gambol, pongee bade, past of b:'d 
composition play about blouse porous 
surrounded nourish normal harping 
plentiful waiter imagined marry 
acceptance manual Juarez calico 
quibble concerning dangerously receipt 
jungles debater thermometer theme 
malaria junior abundant imagine 
voyager receives thorough fancies 
plumber camphor noteworthy neuter 
receiver balcony marketable jewelry 
Hawaii elastic educate nevertheless 
fashion quiver hart, a deer portrait 
received accepted abundance absolutely 
noticing manufacturer nonsense tersely 
judicial immediate thereupon condition 
conceal gamble receipts apparel 
suspend with dice quire of paper Jerusalem 

dealt farewell pope damage 

sleigh politely marriage absolute 

bloodthirsty judgment badger illustrate 

quinine concrete brogue edit 

baggage accent cambric recede 

effect noticeable therefore position 

immediately manufacturing absurd broker 

notify havoc dangerous harmony 

accept rece:ve journey fanatic 
manila margin abstract absent, to k eep 

brogan education sleuth away from 

debate politician condemn territory 
junction baffle popular neighboring 
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5 6 7 8 

backwoodsman dainty mastiff connecticin 
absence abode difficult humorous 
rebelled necessity conjunction aged 
calendar rapidly abbreviation mathematics 
conduct tedious sneer saliva 
quorum conductor Japanese brunette 
positive possessive faculty palette, for mia:-
famous bludgeon cabinet ing paint 
Jehovah masculine matchless fore, in front 
daisies gaiety apparently cataract 
abrupt aboard hale and hearty slyly 
realm quote backbiters .solemn 
illegal happened racer potatoes 
martyr backslider gable appeal 
abroad necessary daffodils information 
gale ebony narrative salary 
neighborhood Caesar eager humming 
Eden Congress iciest cashier 
realized ransom Connecticut democracy 
harass daily talent forbid 
gaiter ability abandon laziness 
sluice idol, a thing warrant batsman 
abridge worshiped bluing pottery 
possess nay, no postpone appear 
ignorant handsome soldiers battalion 
terrible jaunt violin salaries 
negative abide expenses pageant 
neglect brooch sincerely digest 
famine Massachusetts bleach mayor 
jealousy possible blemish aflame 
dairying taut, tight trusty lawyer 
sycamore cadet empire affirm 
blocked rancid bruise salable 
abolish nature material humble 
eclipse idiot difficulty forbade 
apparent dahlia sandwiches cartridge 
temperature abhor palsy affectionately 
differently familiar agent appearance 
gaily background salute solve 
realize ham es hundredth syllable 
cafeteria cable league conquered 
happily radiator battery palate of the 
possession ideal forcible throat 
brokerage nation a) caterpillar brunt 
marvel tasteful agency saith 
jealous browse pallor emphasis 
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9 10 11 12 

afl'ectionate embroidery basely rogue 
measurements mechanic Graham flour delicious 
influence Sabine infancy arc, part of circle 
Sahara practical tributary archer 
appetite sophomore ember flourish 
maze, confusicin fluting royal laundress 
of thought hosiery horrible barter 

outer grapple Spaniard carriage 
poultice application_ sympathy embrace 
afl'ord infant approach tresses 
aalmon applied precise zeal 
truant medical fluent opposite 
lavender Trinity carnival launder 
measurement basis contend contents 
laves brutish approval architect 
baste fluted laundry continue 
applaud carrier melody floral 
bluster delightful optician honorable 
truancy origin Roosevelt prepare 
Grecian laurel adviser memorize 
affection consonant horde of people speedily 
sacrifice apply gradual caress 
oriole practiced delight advisable 
hostile rumor industry direct 
brutal appoint laundered continued 
emerald organize specially rival 
infantry horsemen approve independent 
lava affect contentment treaty 
sacred ruin prefer budget 
deliver medicine bombard archway 
conqueror bobbin premium memory 
bass voice sorrow Caribbean embarrassing 
digger appreciate romantic prepared 
applause carpenter indicative Holy Land 
poultry ordinary barrier barren 
somewhat affair embarrassment opponent 
consider source advise advice 
trolley precious dimity embarrassed 
grater, a kitchen constitution arbor ridicule 

utensil diligent specimen opossum 
cartoon rude preparation independence 
foliage horror buckshot spherical 
hospital flume member mental 
original sovereign opposition treasurer 
affected appreciated romance opinion 
lavatory melodious hops gracious 
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barracks lament adorn merrily 
rhythm fireproof resort splice 
advertise adventure traveled armistice 
holy, sacred merchandise bondage ladle 
mentally carefully carat, a unit of offense 
arctic bard weight include 
spice advantages omission disappeared 
contract r evenge g<Yiter zone 
delicate opaque r esin zeros 
flannel spinach filing training 
lariat gopher omen glorious 
treasure contradict arid oceanic 
government incomplete hilt hesitate 
hollyhock preserve baptize repairing 
bargain mercury adore banquet 
adverse traveler resign ado 
revolution omitting adopted heroism 
operation warrior caramel repair 
area career contrast in close 
mention director respect tragic 
preparing advancement reservoir banter 
hoary retail omelet Baptist 
advertising barbecue income tranquil 
barefoot hoard of riches eleventh prettiest 
bonbon finance buffoon renown 
arena definition Hiawatha heroine 
carelessness lagoon fifteenth capacity 
buffaloes omitted arithmetical convict 
direction argument definite spurn 
preposition mere official armor 
mercantile adult goddesses prevent 
revival result officer admitted 
gossip disagreeable capitol building incline 
delayed buffer pretend remorse 
fixture carbon disappear labeled 
treacherous preserves rescue impudent 
operate barbarian adopt occurring 
landscape history bantam gnarled 
review caravan repel remedy 
argue contrary offering label 
indent retire adobe armory 
traveling oneself capital city spry 
opera indecent bond convince 
presence of mind restaurant elevator occurred 
arguing spiteful offensive incident 
:leity h istorical repeating render 
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traffic bookkeeper felon helm 
fidgety bugbear corpse statue 
stanch cornet stationery, writ- corral 
heroic station ing -material bandage 
bankrupt boor Gibraltar cantaloupe 
capable adjust tonic boundaries 
admittance herb bandit decided 
glimpse baneful address arsenic 
religious relation regular bulletin 
mesquite feud obstacles kindergarten 
occur occasional region ghoul 
fiddler improbable wattles oblong 
previous gigantic adapt regiment 
canyon torrid electrician refer 
admit bane bookworm art 
glacier prey of a lion impossible importance 
def eat herald tomfoolery principle of lcw 
religion canvass for votes regard correctly 
duet reindeer principal khaki 
startle adjoining of a school obedient 
Kuklux occasion arrived artery 
admission festival obliging feature 
kodakin~ declamation gear toilet 
disappoint arrangement heirloom heaviness 
relieved stationary, fixed canopy balm 
occupy knead the dough message candidate 
tourist arrest ghastly actively 
coral canvas tent actual reduce 
previously adjoin arsenal bulwark 
arouses elegance geranium artful 
element imprison bulky disappointment 
booby tonsils booty prisoner 
admire torpedo fee artillery 
banish relief heedless kerosene 
fiction reign, to rule refrigerator obedience 
elegant feminine genuine acquire 
occupied arrival important ballot 
relieve decision activity cancer 
decrease addressing balmy heathen 
knoll register candor rectangle 
improvement obstacle refined duly 
total kinsfolk disappointing correspond 
occupation priest decent steadying 
fickle bulk objection canceled 
relative disappointed tolerable acquaint 
arranged arrive actually artificial 
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recruit hazard nude valor 
nymph ballad justice bespeak 
electric garbage decayed chapel 
healthy asparagus chocolate sensitive 
records nuisance militia deserved 
artist Kafir assembly separately 

botch achieve dutiful chieftain 
nutmeg canary probable military 
feat, act of skill recollect desirable millinery 
artless justify linger assertions 
genteel accustom permission vague 

deceived aspect amaze mincemeat 
kennel Methodist essayists guinea 

tobacco recognize sergeant furnace 
nursery Nueces burglary percale 
boundary generally Chesapeake coupon 
private accurate permanent alter, to change· 
ascend reckless altogether courage 
bungalow canal serge cloth select 
cancel account chauffeur funnel 
record election invention assist 
acid recitation vanilla changeable 
healthful impassable milepost lien on propert1t 
ballast tilt discovery untidy 
favorable bureau strait, narrow interrupted 
messenger discovered assent, to agree altar, place of 
stifle stow couplet worship 
corridor accord best ir duty 
kiln for making recipe wealthier strengthen 

lime a spire chasm peony 
disciple balk design assistance 
ascent of a hill Hawthorne Lincoln seldom 
dungeon accomplish bestial bequest 
recommend recently essay guidance 
generous elder performed seizure 
kangaroo fatigue milliner fund 
privilege recent chargeable descriptiTe 
ascertain assault serenade licorice 
impatient mileage alto untrodden 
numerous accompany introduction interrupt 
deceased gape valuable aloft 
costume pr ivileges character pensions 
kaiser countries milestone function 
reef burglar perform error 
askew impartial probably interrogative 
decease gender bountiful discuaa 
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buoy gruesome asunder gToup:ng 
bothersome minister peasant intense 
favorite certificate seeded, planted unit 
accompanist interior county seat atlas 
assemble university bleat secede 
tidings assume lever minuet 
altitude bellows descend frenzy 
especially librarian interfere cemetery 
introduce seethe alligator believable 
problem peninsula miracle lenient 
courteous burly peacefully peaceable 
benefited ceremony frigid allies 
guardian seersucker diseases furnish 
miner of coal discussed central secure 
seizing disease student process 
Pennsylvania assure asylum deputy 
fume <lyed the dress athlete creamery 
description Minnesota proceeding seasons 
assistant ally coyote a light 
license liberty cravat celluloid 
champion cereal, as wheat section leisurely 
bounty fulfilled alliance freight 
mining allowed, past of bout mischief 
unpleasant allow peaceful bracelet 
benefit astir census behold 
Guadalupe bouquet secretary season 
seized proceeded athletic create 
burial equip envelope, noun subdue 
structure astonishes interesting envelop, verb 
pennant interfered unite pavement 
almanac unites bel ieved celery 
-challenged belle, a beautiful leper disguise 
alms girl censor the movies sealing with wa:r 
usher liberal secondary freak 
library peculiar weariness procession 
.associate fulfil belief bragging 
assort liable friction alien 
describing gruel cement fray 
seine for fish seemed, appeared peaceably behavior 
Labrador levying derrick scythe 
-challenge astray studying miser 
descent believing proceeds patriotism 
-Canadian century secession depot 
fully frontier boycott fraud 
-erect allowance alley leisure 
proceed minor, under 2 1 frequent deprive 
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underwear fortunes brandish scenery 
submitted brakeman udder Beaumont 
product beetle mite. small attic 
atmosphere scraper amount model 
creature umpires inquiry innocent 
gross entirely beaux, plural of typing 
deposit scowl beau, a dandy dental 
patriotic displeasure cayenne parsnip 
legislature alas weave cloth successfully 
frank partnership scheme scavenger 
sculpture fortune attendance paragraph 
ent;tled profession denunciation typhoid 
algebra wealthy scholar crevice 
attach busily · ailment program 
miseries credit creed brawl 
burrow in sand scourge entertain beau 
fragrant insisted instructor grievance 
frail grievous alcohol enlist 
patience fortunate scraping scanty 
insurance depend foundry attire 
celebration attain successful dissatisfied 
sculptor umpire partial suddenly 
legion succeed attest buxom 
ale, a drink beefsteak forfeits foreman 
begrudge leggings cavalry ledger 
pastime celebrated schedule agriculture 
uncertain professor bravery dense 
entitle missionary parasol bearer 
undersized formerly profitable scandal 
fountain pen partition ailing cauliflower 
busier scientific enormous attorney 
scull, a boat akin inquired ledge 
grocer particular tyranny beaker 
mispronounced science grieve tweezers 
befall attempt caution injury 
dependent air-tight dentist agreement 
legibly entertainment mixture hygiene 
forward inserted dispute attract 
passenger scholastic forfeit brawn 
subtraction disposition scenic paradise 
attacked success beauteous foreigner 
products aimless legal enforce 
creatures partially parallel modesty 
scrimmage forgery ail, to trouble scale 
partridge attend weird beacon 
insult celebrate moccasin injurious 
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auction cathedral skein property 
turpentine inherit comparison comment 
bayou satisfied brazen apartment 
eatsup inhabit magazine planet 
foreign battlement expression experience 
denominator tulip distant sincerity 
scarred initials injured internal 
endeavor compliment, dictionary machinist 
savage to praise apologize vinegar 
agreeably skirmish croquet commencing 
sauerkraut apostrophe avail developing 
suggest proof playwright whither 
eritic autumn sixtieth blissful 
parachute pleasurable compare sunshiny 
hyena difference modifies bleak 
encourage maim blithe plaids 
greyhound blockade explosion monster 
initial complexion situation av:ation 
turbine volume companion command 
bayonets modified available breadth 
leavening extremely community wholesome 
eatholic sketch explorers expected 
sauce brawny vise, a tool sincere 
bystander completely explanation machinery 
:aught, any part dissatisfy site, situation developed 
progress differ cruelly blast 
'hurriedly suitable average viny 
.agreeable volcanoes sulphur comfortable 
.dissolve bloated mackerel simpler 
.criticism maid, servant commit superior 
Australia pleaded devoured avoids 
suggestion apostle virtues anxious 

-tunnel skilful blight distinct 
employer compelled singular cue 
saturated exterior breach await 
welding apology apiary breaker 
.agitate diet modify pitiful 
author plaza plateau comet 
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ERRATUM: "resusitate" should read "resuscitate," page 23, col
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